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Advances in the technology to record signals in the brain and the understanding of neural 

functions opened a new horizon for communication channels that directly connect the 

brain and the machine while bypassing the body. Born as a highly multidisciplinary field, 

the research in brain–machine interfaces (BMIs) has moved at a stunning pace for the 

last decade. BMI has been primarily conceived as a prosthetic tool to restore motor 

functions in severely disabled patients, particularly those suffering from devastating 

conditions such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), spinal cord injury, stroke and 

cerebral palsy. In addition, BMIs for restoring speech and communication functions and 

for entertainments are emerging. BMI is based on the measurement of brain signals, 

which takes an invasive or noninvasive form. Invasive methods, which often use 

microelectrodes inserted into a brain tissue, allows for local measurements of electrical 

spikes in individual neurons. Noninvasive methods, such as electroencephalogram (EEG) 

and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measure global neural activity via 

scalp electrodes or a brain scanner without exposing the user to the risks of brain surgery. 

One important aspect of BMI is the ability to translate or “decode” brain signals into 

understandable messages such as motor intentions. The pattern of brain signals 

measured by multiple channels is considered as a “code” that encodes our mental states 

or behavior. Many BMI systems employ statistical or machine learning algorithms to find 

the mapping between brain activity patterns and mental states. The decoding of brain 

signals is not only useful for building BMI systems; it provides a powerful tool for 

understanding the neural representation of the mind. Another important aspect of BMI is 

feedback. Brain signals are translated into the movement of an external device, such as a 

robotic arm, which in turn can be observed by the user. The observation of the 

brain-controlled device often leads to the improvement of the control skill. Thus the use of 

BMI should involve the adaptation or plasticity of the brain. One can also create a system 

that sends electrical stimulation mimicking sensory feedback directly to the brain, which 

may eventually lead to revolutionary prostheses that feel and act like the human arm. In 

this session, we discuss these aspects of BMI as well as the current state and the future 

prospects, while demonstrating examples of invasive and noninvasive systems currently 

working on monkeys and humans.  

  


